Abstract: This paper sketches the concept of haptic-multimodal coupling between operator, coautomation, base system and environment. Haptic-multimodal couplings use mainly the haptic interaction resource, e.g. the combination of hands and feet with active inceptors like active sidesticks or steering wheels, and complement this with e.g. visual and acoustic feedback. Haptic-multimodal couplings can serve as a base for shared control, and, if the co-automation has a minimum of understanding of and reactivity to the human operator, for a cooperative control between operator and automation. The paper gives a brief introduction of shared and cooperative control, starting with examples in the non-technical world, and sketches the basic structure the couplings and coupling schemes. While much of the design space is yet to be explored and described more systematically, some combinations of haptic-multimodal couplings can already be applied, e.g. to the cooperative control of an intelligent ground vehicle or in telerobotics. The paper briefly describes examples of an automation-initiated de-coupling of a driver and of a helicopter pilot in case of an emergency maneuver, and the coupling between an operator and a satellite control for a berthing maneuver.
INTRODUCION: SHARED AND COOPERATIVE CONTROL OF INTELLIGENT TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
In 2010, shared and cooperative control of intelligent technical systems, e.g. the control of intelligent vehicles or the control of movement in telerobotics in conjunction with haptic-multimodal coupling is a relatively new option enabled by the advances of microelectronics, mechanical engineering, computer science and ergonomics, which will enable fascinating ways to interact more intuitively with future intelligent systems. Historically however, shared and cooperative control and haptic-multimodal coupling is not a new invention: The ability to move cooperatively in a coordinated way to achieve a common goal must have been a key factor for the survival of early humans e.g. in hunting animals (William 1995) . Shared and cooperative control of a common movement, combined with haptic-multimodal coupling can be experienced in everyday life at least in many cultures, e.g. two humans walking hand in hand or closely entangled, coordinating their movements by light or stronger forces, and if necessary, with verbal communication and visual gestures. Regarding the shared or cooperative movement in combination with vehicles, there are some examples where both the human operator and an additional intelligence act together on the steering of the vehicle. An example is the interplay between a flight student and a flight instructor in some training airplanes, where both actors are mechanically connected, and, for specific training sessions, act together on the flight controls. Another example is the mutual interplay between rider and horse, or driver and horse cart, where both the operator and the horse influence the trajectory, coupled with reigns and additional acoustic and visual signals. This comparison (e.g. Tahboub, 2001 ) can be applied to vehicle automation as a design metaphor (H-Metaphor, Flemisch et al. 2003) with its instantiation of H-Mode, a haptic-multimodal coupling between an operator and an intelligent vehicle (e.g. Damboeck et al. 2009 , Goodrich et al., 2005 .
In the technical world, the coupling of two agents for the control of a technical system can be called shared control (e.g. Griffith & Gillespie, 2004) , and, if the technical system has a minimum of understanding of the user and a minimum reactivity to the user's intents and actions, this can also be called cooperative control (e.g. Biester, 2006 , Hakuli et al., 2009 ). In telerobotics, shared control has been a commonly used approach for several years (Niemeyer, et al, 2008) . Hereby the intelligent robot and the human operator share the control either in terms of different sub-tasks or in terms of different level of refinement. In case of large time delays, e.g. robotic arm in space, the operator give the robot gross commands or instructions and the robot refines these commands remotely using sensor readings from the distant environment (Hirzinger, 1994) . In these approaches predictive displays are used to visualise the generated actions of the robot to the operator in advance. The interaction is based on visual and auditory information, but only few work exists to extend the shared control for telerobotics to the haptic modality. Shared control in telerobotics is similar to the application of ABS brakes in vehicles, where the driver just gives the gross command "brake" and the automation takes care about the concrete environment and controls the interaction with it (road friction, blocking of wheel, etc.) to optimally convert the driver's wish to concrete action. A big challenge in the interaction with intelligent technical systems is the cooperation that remains open due to the lack of cognitive abilities of the machine intelligence.
Shared control and cooperative control have a common design space of couplings between the operator, automation, base technical system and environment. The haptic channel is the main interaction modality for the coupling, here the coupling mainly takes place via active inceptors (e.g. Mulder et al.; . A complementation with other interaction modalities like visual and acoustic feedback is often crucial for a successful interplay between operator and automation. Therefore, we call these couplings "haptic-multimodal couplings".
As the concept of shared and cooperative control and haptic-multimodal couplings can not only be applied to vehicles or robots, but to every human-machine system related to movement, in the following text the generic term "operator" is used. Besides the operator, there is an additional intelligent agent that has some capability to act automatically, but is used in cooperation with a human, which we call co-automation or co-system. The operator and the co-automation both influence the so called base system (in this case the vehicle itself), which then interacts with the environment.
The couplings described here can be applied not only to the control level, where the immediate movement of the base system is influenced, but also to a guidance level, where the trajectory and/or the maneuvers of the base system are influenced.
SKETCH OF THE DESIGN SPACE OF HAPTIC AND NON-HAPTIC COUPLINGS
The concept of design space (e.g. Stankiewicz, 2000) is derived from the concept of problem space (e.g. Simon, 1969; Newell, 1990) and is used as a metaphoric term for the multiple options a system designer has in order to combine different design dimensions. "Coupling" is used as a generic term for the observable fact that in many systems, the state of one subsystem can change dependent on the state of another subsystem. Couplings are, in the system theoretical perspective (e.g Bertalanffy, 1968 ), an influencing relationship between two subsystems. Couplings can be explicit, i.e. by explicit information exchange as described e.g. by the information theory (e.g. Shannon, 1948) , or implicit, e.g. by common knowledge that the coupled subsystems received or gained a-priori to the defined time window. Couplings can be unior bi-directional, and they can form loops, e.g. control loops (e.g. Levine & William, 1996) .
A key enabler for successful shared and cooperative movement control lies in the haptic coupling between the operator, the co-automation and the base system plus the environment. Therefore, the design space sketched below is organized in a way to easily identify the haptic couplings and their complementation by non-haptic couplings. Figure 1 shows an example of hapticmultimodal coupling in nature, the haptic-multimodal coupling between a rider and a horse. Figure 2 shows a very general sketch of the design space for haptic-multimodal couplings, consisting of a humanmachine system with the subsystems operator O, (co-)automation A, haptic interface HI, non-haptic interface NHI, base system S, environment E, and the haptic and non-haptic couplings C.
P e r c e p t i o n
Figure 2: Generic couplings via haptic and non-haptic interfaces.
In a strongly simplified perspective, haptic couplings can be grouped in six different classes:
From operator via the haptic interface to the automation, e.g. when the automation senses the existence of an operator at the haptic interface, or senses a change in force, position and/or vibration induced in by the operator.
From the automation via the haptic interface to the operator, e.g. when the operator feels a change in position, force or vibration induced by the automation.
-O HI S K   From the operator via the haptic interface to the base system + environment, e.g. when a driver steers a vehicle with a steering device.
-O HI S K   Back from the base system + environment to the operator, e.g. when a driver feels limits or effects of the contact between vehicle and street (e.g. a curb stone) via the haptic interface.
-A HI S K   From the automation via the haptic interface to the base system + environment, e.g. when an assistant system like LKS (Lane Keeping Assistant System) influences the vehicle guidance and control by a direct momentum on the steering wheel.
-A HI S K   Back from the base system + environment to the automation, e.g. when the vehicle automation detects changes in the contact between road surface and base vehicle by measuring the reaction on the steering subsystem.
Many times, those couplings are not independent from each other, but work together via the haptic interface in a pair or triangular form. A simple example for this is a summation of forces from the driver and from the automation on the haptic interface. Moreover, haptic couplings work together with non-haptic couplings via the non-haptic HMI(s) and/or the environment, e.g. when a driver sees the curb side and feels it in the haptic interface, or when an action of the automation can be felt in the haptic interface, and is additionally displayed at a visual display or enriched with a warning sound. Couplings can also be further dissected, e.g.
S HI
K  , the coupling of the haptic interface to the base system + environment, which usually leads to a change of state in the base system, that by itself will influence the environment. Another example is HI O K  , the feedback from the haptic interface to the operator, i.e. from a change on the haptic interface to the haptic perception of the operator.
Couplings can also be grouped as a vector, e.g.
, where the operator feels both the reaction of the base system and of the co-automation, and can only differentiate and identify the original sender, if the signals from the co-automation and the base system are distinguishable. The inverse conclusion is that a haptic coupling between co-automation and operator that is also used together with a high degree of coupling between base system and operator should be designed in a way that the danger of mixing up the source of signal should be minimal. An example for this is again the Lane Keeping Assistant System in a car, where the signals should be designed in a way that they are not mixed up with e.g. the reaction of the car to a cross wind.
There can be couplings between the subsystems that are not via the haptic interface. The interplay between non-HIcouplings and HI-couplings can be an interesting degree of freedom for the system design. An example for this is the direct influence of the base system by the co-automation, by-passing the haptic interface, which is quite common in natural haptic-multimodal coupling system like the riderhorse system, and which can be used as a blueprint for the haptic-multimodal coupling with a vehicle co-automation, e.g. in emergency braking operations, see example below.
Couplings between operator, co-automation and base system can have different qualities, e.g. strength. The strength of couplings can e.g. be described with a semantic differential or semantic term like "weak", "medium strong", "strong". The strength of a haptic coupling can also be described with a degree of coupling between 0 and 1 (or 0% and 100%), where 0 stands for "no haptic coupling at all" and 1 for a "maximum rigid coupling".
Combined couplings can close a control and/or guidance loop, e.g. from the operator via the automation and/or the base system back to the operator. If the control loop is strong enough, e.g. with a continuous haptic coupling and an alert operator, we can say that the operator is "in the loop" (e.g. Endsley, 1995) . It is important to note here that the loop consists not only of haptic-multimodal couplings, but actually has to close in the head of the operator. If the loop is interrupted too long at any of the couplings, we have to say: "The operator is out-of-the-loop".
Specific combinations of couplings and their dynamics in time can be grouped in coupling schemes, based on the concept of schemes (Schank & Abelson, 1977) . Coupling schemes are a special case of interaction schemes (e.g. Flemisch & Schieben, 2010) , that are related to the concept of image-and force schemes (e.g. Johnson, 1987; Hurtienne & Blessing, 2007) . Coupling schemes can also be related to coupling patterns, a subgroup of design patterns (e.g Alexander, 1977 ).
EXAMPLE FOR A HAPTIC-MULTIMODAL COUPLING SCHEME IN GROUND VEHICLES: "HAPTIC DECOUPLING OF THE OPERATOR IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS"
An application of haptic coupling can be found in the German project "H-Mode for intelligent vehicles", which is based on the H(orse)-Metaphor (Flemisch et al. 2003) , and the related EU-Integrated Project HAVEit (Highly Automated Vehicles-Intelligent Transportation) (Hoeger et al. 2008) . Here the degree of haptic coupling between driver, an emergency brake&evade co-system and the base vehicle via a haptic, drive-by-wire steering wheel and a haptic acceleration pedal changes dynamically depending on the criticality of the situation ). Whatever the driver commands on the devices is transferred 1:1 to the steering actuator and the propulsion system. The automation assists the driver with lane centering forces on the steering wheel, and with forces on the acceleration pedal based on a speed model. The level of automation can change between a low level of automation (Tight Rein) and a high level of automation (Loose Rein) based on discrete interaction between the driver and the automation. Based on these coupling schemes, an exploration and usability assessment was conducted with 6 subjects in a fixed based simulator. The coupling scheme of case 3 was presented to each subject in 2 similar situations in which the subjects did not have explicit system-knowledge. In the resulting 12 situations none of the drivers consciously recognized that they were longitudinally decoupled by the co-automation. The subjects were either hitting the brake pedal by themselves or immediately started to hit the brake pedal after the decoupling took place, but not strong enough to avoid the accident. The braking maneuver itself was not performed by the subjects because they were longitudinally decoupled, but by the automation. The action of the automation was obviously compatible with the human action of pressing the brake pedal.
Case 4, the complete decoupling of lateral control, was presented to the subjects in 2 similar situations each. The focus of the investigation were controllability issues regarding the recoupling of the drivers. In all of the resulting 12 situations the subjects could easily take back control without any problems in controllability. Another interesting effect of the automatic evasive maneuver with full haptic feedback was that only in 5 of 12 situations with an automatic evasive maneuver the subjects recognized that not they had performed the evasive maneuver but a co-automation had performed the maneuver. An explanation for this finding could be that the situation was too fast to consciously realize what really happened. The subjects obviously had to reconstruct the situation afterwards. Because of the feedback on the steering wheel for most subjects it could have seemed plausible to have performed the observed evasive maneuver by themselves. In further investigations the role of the haptic feedback on the steering wheel (absence or presence, magnitude) in these findings will be addressed.
The applicability of these results to reality is still very limited due to the missing motion cueing of the fixed base simulator. In a next step the exact mechanisms of decoupling will be investigated in a motion base simulator.
EXAMPLE: HAPTIC DECOUPLING FOR ACTIVE STICK CONTROL OF HIGHLY AUTOMATED AIR AND GROUND VEHICLES
The following example was developed in the project HMode Air/Ground, a small DLR-funded derivate of the DFG H-Mode project aiming at the transferability of vehicle control from ground to air vehicles and vice-versa. An active sidestick was used to control a (simulated) car as well as an (hardware-in-the-loop simulated) unmanned helicopter, the "Artis" in conjunction with an intuitive coautomation, ). One direction of the project was that "flying should be as easy as driving a car today" while "driving should be as save as flying today". Therefore, the so called EasyHandling , was used to simplify the helicopter controls. EasyHandling is a system which stabilizes the helicopter in the air making it possible to control it only by velocity commands in the different directions. In addition to EasyHandling, a Lane Keeping (or more adequate in the aviation domain: trajectory following) system based on the H-Metaphor was implemented and combined with a simple collision avoidance system based on the potential-field method applied to a-priori known obstacle databases. When the vehicle comes closer to obstacles, a counter force is applied to the sidestick so that the operator is warned that danger is ahead. The coupling degree remains unchanged until the vehicle comes close to a given safety distance around obstacles. When reaching such a distance, the velocity vector of the vehicle is checked: If the velocity vector points to the direction of the obstacle, the coupling degree in the direction of the obstacle is reduced according to the distance down to a minimum of 0, making it impossible to approach the obstacle closer than the safety distance ( Figure 9 ). E.g. when the vehicle directly heads to the obstacle and reached the safety distance, the coupling degree becomes The H-Mode Air/Ground prototype was tested with 6 subjects, which all rated the prototype as comfortable (a mean value of 6 (car)/5.83 (helicopter) on a 7-point Likert scale) and easy to learn (mean value of 6.67 (car)/6 (helicopter) on a 7-point Likert scale).
EXAMPLE: COUPLING FOR A SHARED CONTROL BERTHING OF A SATELLITE
In the On-Orbit Servicing a servicer satellite is controlled by a human operator from ground and by a co-automation system on-board of the satellite (Hirzinger et al, 2004) . In this operation a capture tool is used to grasp the target satellite by its apogee motor (Figure 12 ). Based on the perception and delay conditions during the berthing phase of the target satellite the servicer is controlled cooperatively by human and co-automation spanning the design space for the haptic-multimodal coupling ( Figure 13 ).
The approach and grasping can be separated into different phases, in which different parameters for the haptic coupling between human operator, co-automation and base system are chosen (Landzettel et. al, 2006) : 1) In the far approach phase the imaging sensor of the co-automation provides insufficient information for the co-automation but the human is still able to interpret the image, so the satellite is controlled by the human only the fixing mechanism at the nozzle of the apogee motor.
SUMMARY
This paper sketched the basic design space of hapticmultimodal coupling between a co-automation, an operator and the base system, that can form the base for shared and cooperative control of intelligent systems. Some parts of this design space are already explored, with examples described in the automotive, aviation and telerobotics domain. Essential portions of the design space still remain to be explored and need to be described more precisely regarding the design options for human-automation interaction/control and their human factors impact. A domain-independent framework for haptic-multimodal coupling bears the potential for cross-fertilization, and especially the chance to find general schemes and patterns for haptic-multimodal coupling, that can be applied, intuitively understood and safely operated for any shared and cooperative movement control of intelligent technical systems.
